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This presentation was prepared by KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. (KGHM). The presentation is strictly of an informational nature and
should not be construed as containing investment advice. The users of this presentation are solely responsible for their own analysis and
assessment of the market situation and of the potential future results of KGHM based on the information contained in this presentation.
The presentation is not, and should not be construed to be, an offer to sell, or to submit an offer to purchase, any of the securities
of KGHM. The presentation is also neither in whole nor in part the basis for concluding any agreement or contract whatsoever or for
undertaking any liabilities whatsoever. Moreover, this presentation does not represent a recommendation to invest in the securities
of KGHM.

Neither KGHM nor any of its subsidiaries shall be held liable for the results of any decisions taken based on or utilizing the information
contained in this presentation or arising from its contents. The market-related information contained within this presentation was
partially prepared on the basis of data arising from those third parties mentioned in this presentation. Furthermore, certain declarations
contained in this presentation may be of a forward-looking nature – in particular, such declarations may be in the nature of projections,
developed based on actual assumptions, reflecting known and unknown types of risk as well as a certain level of uncertainty. The actual
results, achievements and events which occur in future may significantly differ from the data directly contained or understood to be
contained within this presentation.

In no case whatsoever should the information contained within this presentation be considered as a clear or understood declaration,
or as any type of assertion whatsoever by KGHM or persons acting in its behalf. Neither KGHM nor any of its subsidiaries are required
or obligated to update this presentation or to provide its users with any additional information whatsoever. KGHM furthermore hereby
notifies the users of this presentation, that the sole reliable source of data on its financial results, forecasts, events and company indicators
are the regulatory filings and periodic reports published by KGHM in performance of the informational obligations arising from Polish
law.

Cautionary Statement
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Main events and factors affecting the results of the Group

Summation of the first half of 2019 in the KGHM Group

Decrease in the average annual price of copper by 11%, silver by 8.5% and nickel by more
than 11%, with a slight increase in the price of molybdenum by 0.8%

19% higher revenues to PLN 11 228 million1)

Lower C1 cost

Advancement of the Strategy by diversification of borrowing sources – with a structure
based on long-term instruments

Higher EBITDA by 6.5% to PLN 2 732 million

Revenues

Costs

First issue of bonds

EBITDA

Macroeconomic
environment
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Stable production in accordance with targetsProduction

1) Compared to the results of H1 2018



Key issues



H1 2019

1) On a 55% basis

Key production indicators

Payable copper production
KGHM Polska Miedź [kt]

Payable copper
KGHM INTERNATIONAL [kt]

Payable copper
Sierra Gorda1) [kt]

+19% H/H

352 [kt]

Payable copper production
by the KGHM Group

19% higher h/h

 KGHM Polska Miedź –
improved availability of production 
equipment

 Sierra Gorda – higher extraction 
and processing, as well as 
extraction of a better quality
ore than in 1H 2018

 KGHM INTERNATIONAL –
lower production by the Robinson 
and Sudbury Basin mines, which
was not offset by higher
production by the Franke and 
Carlota mines
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23 20

43 36

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

117 145

227

287

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

13 14
25

29

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

+26% H/H287
–16% H/H

+19% H/H



5 157 5 740

9 423
11 228

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

1 391 1 278

2 565
2 732

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

H1 2019

1) Adjusted EBITDA = EBITDA (profit/(loss) on sales + depreciation/amortisation) adjusted by impairment losses on non-current assets

Key economic indicators

Group EBITDA1)

[mn PLN]

+7% H/H

Group revenues
[mn PLN]

Group net profit
[mn PLN]

+19% H/H

+59% H/H

Substantially higher revenues, 
EBITDA and net profit by the 
KGHM Group

Higher revenues by PLN 1.8 billion

 Growth in all of the Group’s segments –
with the main increase in revenues from 
KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. (+23%) 

 Impacted by an increase in the volume of 
sales of copper and silver and a more 
favourable exchange rate alongside lower 
metals prices

Higher net profit by PLN 359 million

 Improvement in the operating result and 
a lower loss on involvement in joint
ventures accounted for using the equity 
method
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2 732

172

418
611

970

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019
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Commodity and currency prices

Macroeconomic environment
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Copper price
[USD/t]

6 917
6 165

H1 2018 H1 2019

16,65
15,23

H1 2018 H1 2019

3,49

3,80

H1 2018 H1 2019

12,15
12,22

H1 2018 H1 2019

Silver price
[USD/oz t]

Exchange rate
[PLN//USD]

Molybdenum price
[USD/lb]

Source: Thomson Reuters, KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

[PLN][USD]

A significant decrease in copper prices in H1 2019

 The price of copper fell (–11% yoy) compared to the corresponding prior-year

period alongside a fall in the silver price and a slight increase in the price of 

molybdenum

 The price of copper expressed in PLN remained at a similar level to that

recorded in H1 2018, although on a quarter to quaretr basis (2Q19 to 1Q19) it

was slightly lower mainly as a result of a drop in the USD copper price, which

was only partially offset by the USD/PLN exchange rate

 The main factors which impacted metals prices and exchange rates in the past 

quarter were the tense political situation and trade conflicts as well as growing

fears about the sustainability of global economic growth

A stronger USD offset weaker copper prices in USD/t



1) Federal Open Market Committee (US)8

Will the trade war become a political instrument in the upcoming 
elections?

Despite escalation of the trade war the trade deficit 
between the USA and China remains enormous

 Despite escalation of the trade war, support for President D. Trump hasn’t diminished; 
a key remains further developments in this regard, the scale of the conflict and its 
further impact on the slowing global economy

 As a result of the deteriorating macroeconomic situation the FOMC1) for the first time 
in over a decade lowered interest rates by 25 base points and, sooner than expected, 
ended the quantitative tightening program

 Actions by the Chinese administration suggest their readiness to extend negotiations 
with the USA, an example of which may be the recent devaluation of the yuan against 
the USD Source: Bloomberg, KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.
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Okres wojny handlowej Poparcie D. Trumpa (sondaż Real Clear Politics, %)

Presidential elections in USA 
(3 Nov 2020)

?
+1 pc pt.

Trade war period Real Clear Politics Trump Job Approval Poll Average (%)

Trade war the main source of uncertainty in the global economy

Macroeconomic environment

US Exports To China (12M moving sum, US$ mn)

US Imports from China (12M moving sum, US$ mn)
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Adaptation of the operating 
model for the KGHM Group 
to market conditions

 Rational management of the Company’s resources

 Optimisation of metallurgical production

 Exploration projects in Poland

 Optimisation of the international assets portfolio

Improved efficiency
in the use of resources
and production processes

 Programs to reduce energy consumption 

 Replacement and availability of mining machinery

 Innovative solutions to optimise production processes; CuBR Program

 Work on increasing the use of factoring

Integration of the KGHM Group 
around the idea of sustainable 
development

 Compliance with BAT conclusions

 Program to Improve Occupational Health and Safety

 Circular economy – Closed-Circuit Industry Program

 Development of the Żelazny Most Tailings Storage Facility

 Electromobility

Transformation of
technology under the
KGHM 4.0 Program

 Work on projects comprising the KGHM 4.0 Program

 Advancement of projects related to automation of the production 
line in the mining and metallurgical divisions

Flexibility

Efficiency

Ecology

E-Industry

Key areas – 4E

Consistent advancement of the strategy



Production results of the KGHM Group by segment



485
713

H1 2018 H1 2019

 Production of electrolytic

copper exceeded the target set 

for KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. due

to improved availability of 

production equipment

 Lower production by KGHM 

INTERNATIONAL due to lower

production by the Morrison 

mine, and temporarily by the 

Robinson mine, which was not 

offset by higher production by 

the Carlota and Franke mines

 Higher payable copper

production by the Sierra Gorda

mine thanks to higher

extraction and ore processing

as well as the processing of 

bettter quality ore than in 1H 

2018

+19%

Silver production
[t]

TPM production
[koz t]

Molybdenum production
[mn lbs]

+47%

82
104

H1 2018 H1 2019

+26%

8
6

H1 2018 H1 2019

–21%    

Sierra Gorda (55%)

KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

KGHM INTERNATIONAL
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Payable copper production
[kt]

227

287

43

36
25

29295

352

H1 2018 H1 2019

KGHM Group

Metals production



KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

Production results

478

705

H1 2018 H1 2019

15,3 15,1

1,510 1,505

H1 2018 H1 2019

205 200

22,9 22,6

H1 2018 H1 2019

171
208

56

79
228

287

H1 2018 H1 2019

7,6 7,7 7,3 7,6 7,5

Q2'18 Q3'18 Q4'18 Q1'19 Q2'19

102 101 95 99 101

Q2'18 Q3'18 Q4'18 Q1'19 Q2'19

31
28 32 38 42

117
139 135 142 145

Q2'18 Q3'18 Q4'18 Q1'19 Q2'19

239

358 353 321
384

Q2'18 Q3'18 Q4'18 Q1'19 Q2'19

 Higher production due to better 

availability of equipment and the 

work of the copper concentrate 

roasting installation

 Higher production due to

better availability of charge

materials thanks to higher 

processing of concentrate

 Slightly lower production due

to lower extraction and a lower

ore grade compared to 2018

 Lower extraction due among

others to mine tremors

Silver 
grade 
in ore[g/t]

48,6 49,1

Copper 
grade 
in ore [%]

Copper content
in concentrate
[%]

From own
concentrate

From 
purchased
metal-bearing
materials

Ore extraction
[mn t dry weight]

Production of copper
in concentrate [kt]

Electrolytic copper
production [kt]

Metallic silver
production [t]

–1.3% H/H –2.3% H/H +26% H/H +47% H/H
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KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

Change in inventories

Inventories of copper in concentrate at the smelters 
amount of Cu [t]

 The level of inventories of copper in concentrate until now was due to 
the three-month maintenance shutdown at the Głogów II Copper 
Smelter and Refinery in 2018

 Inventories have decreased due to the better availability of 
equipment and the work of the copper concentrate roasting 
installation

 In subsequent quarters of 2019, concentrate inventories will 
decrease according to plan

47 193
36 606 34 248

Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019

–6% Q2/Q1

Inventories of copper anodes at the smelters
amount of Cu [t]

-17% Q2/Q1

28 336
32 396

26 849

Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019

 The decrease in copper anodes inventories resulted from the adopted
production plan and from the increase in electrolytic copper production
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Sierra Gorda1)

1) On a 55% basis
2) TPM – Total Precious Metals, comprising gold, platinum and palladium

Production results

Payable copper production
[kt]

Silver production
[t]

TPM production2)

[koz t]

Molybdenum production
[mn lbs]

 Higher payable copper production due to 
higher extraction and ore processing

 In H1 2019 better quality ore was extracted 
than in H1 2018

 Higher extraction
by the Sierra Gorda
mine led to higher
copper, silver and gold 
production

 The drop in 
molybdenum 
production was due to 
extraction in areas with 
lower molybdenum 
content compared to 
ore extracted in prior 
years
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3,7 2,7

7,7
5,7

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

4,7 7,1 9,3
14,5

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

3,1 3,5

6,3 7,1

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

13 14

25
29

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

+19% H/H

+12% H/H

+55% H/H

-26% H/H

In H1 2019 the copper production plan
for Sierra Gorda was exceeded



KGHM INTERNATIONAL

Production results

Payable copper production
[kt]

Silver production
[t]

TPM production
[koz t]

Molybdenum production
[mn lbs]

The decrease in production was due to a 

temporary drop in copper ore grade at the 

Robinson mine and to a change in the area being

mined in the Sudbury Basin

 The silver production
target was exceeded in 
the Sudbury Basin due to 
a change in the region 
being mined (different
nature of the deposit in 
the McCreedy mine)

 Higher TPM production
both in the Sudbury 
Basin and the Robinson 
mine

 Higher molybdenum
production by the 
Robinson mine due to a 
substantial increase in 
the recovery of this metal 
thanks to an
improvement in the 
production process
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0,13
0,29

0,19

0,49

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

18,8 21,1
34,6 38,9

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

0,40 0,46
0,71

1,13

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

23
20

43

36

Q2 2018 Q2 2019 H1 2018 H1 2019

-16% H/H

+60% H/H

+12% H/H

+158% H/H



Financial results of the Group



H1 2019

Group sales revenue

Revenues from contracts with 
customers 
[mn PLN]

 Higher revenues by PLN 1 805 million (+19%) compared to the corresponding period 

of 2018 mainly in respect of KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. (+PLN 1 642 million)

 The higher revenues of KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. were mainly due to higher sales 

volumes of copper (+22%) and silver (+45%) and to a more favourable exchange rate 

alongside lower metals prices KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

KGHM INTERNATIONAL Other segments and 

consolidation adjustments

+19% H/H

7 189
8 831

1 298

1 414
936

9839 423

11 228

H1 2018 H1 2019

Revenues from contracts with customers
[mn PLN]

17

9 423

11 228
+1 672 +857 +209

-933

Revenues

H1 2018

Change in sales

volumes of basic

products

Change in prices

of basic products

Change in

USD/PLN

exchange rate

Other Revenues

H1 2019



KGHM Group

1) C1 cost - cash cost of concentrate production reflecting the minerals extraction tax, plus administrative expenses and smelter treatment and refining 
charges (TC/RC), less depreciation/amortisation and the value of by-product premiums, calculated for payable copper in concentrate

C1* unit cost1)

1,37 1,36

0,46 0,41

1,83
1,77

H1 2018 H1 2019

including
the minerals 
extraction
tax

-3% H/H 1,31 1,27

0,59 0,54

1,90 1,81

H1 2018 H1 2019

1,86 1,82

H1 2018 H1 2019

1,16
1,47

H1 2018 H1 2019

including
the minerals 
extraction
tax

-5% H/H

-2% H/H

+27% H/H

C1 – Group
[USD/lb]

C1 – KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.
[USD/lb]

C1 – KGHM INTERNATIONAL
[USD/lb]

C1 – Sierra Gorda
[USD/lb]
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 The decrease in C1 cost in KGHM 

Polska Miedź S.A. versus the 

corresponding period of 2018 

was mainly due to a weakening of 

the PLN vs the USD (by 9%)

 The 2% decrease in this cost in 

KGHM INTERNATIONAL was due 

to the increase in revenues from 

the sale of associated metals

(which decrease this cost)

 The 27% increase in C1 cost in 

Sierra Gorda was due to lower

by-product credits from the sale 

of associated metals, which due

to the decrease in the volume of 

molybdenum sales by 30%, were

lower than in the prior year



KGHM Group

1) Sum of segments; adjusted EBITDA = EBITDA (profit/(loss) on sales + depreciation/amortisation) adjusted by impairment losses on non-current assets

Operating results

Change in adjusted EBITDA 
[mn PLN] 

Adjusted EBITDA
[mn PLN]

 The increase in EBITDA of the Group1) (+PLN 167 million) was mainly 

due to increases in KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. (+PLN 219 million; +13% 

H/H) and Sierra Gorda (+PLN 16 million; +5% H/H)
Sierra Gorda (55%)KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

KGHM INTERNATIONAL Other segments

+7% H/H

19

1 700 1 919

380

336

333

349
152

128
2 565

2 732

H1 2018 1H 2019

2 565
2 732+219 +16

-44 -24

H1 2018 KGHM

Polska Miedź S.A.

KGHM

INTERNATIONAL

Sierra

Gorda

Other H1 2019



KGHM Group

Financial results
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Profit for the period
[mn PLN] 

+ 59% H/H

The increase in net profit by the Group by PLN 359 million (+59%) was 
mainly due to:

 improvement in the operating result

 a lower loss on involvement in joint ventures accounted for using the 
equity method

 lower costs of provisions recognised in other operating costs

970 mn PLN consolidated net profit in H1 2019

Improvement in the operating result by PLN 53 million

611

970

+1 805

+231 +48
+210

-784

-924 -44

-74
-109

Profit for

H1 2018

Change in

revenues

Change in

expenses by

nature

Change in

inventories, work

in progress

Other operating

costs

Result on

involvement in

jont ventures

Exchange

differences

Other operating

income and

costs

Finance income

and costs

Change in  CIT Profit for

H1 2019



957
1 106

+1 452

+307

+2 000

-145

-1 604

-1 623
-107

-131

Cash as at 1 Jan

2019

Profit/(loss)

before income tax

Change in working

capital

Other net cash

from operating

activities

Acquisition of

property, plant

and equipment

and intangible

assets

Proceeds from the

issue of debt

instruments

Proceeds from /

repayments of

borrowings

Interest paid and

other costs of

borrowings

Other Cash as at 30 June

2019

KGHM Group
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Cash flow

[mn PLN] 



As at the end of Q2 2019

1) The data presented refer to amounts arising from the change in IFRS 16 with respect to leasing in the amount of PLN 625 million 22

Net debt of the KGHM Group

(Increases in debt)

 Cash expenditures on property, plant and equipment (PLN 1 604 million)

 The minerals extraction tax (PLN 820 million)

 Impact of IFRS 16: recognition of additional debt due to leasing (PLN 625 million)

 The financing of inventories (an increase by PLN 263 million)

 Change in receivables (an increase by PLN 232 million)

 Borrowing costs (PLN 99 million)

 Equity increase for Sierra Gorda (PLN 63 million)

 Negative exchange differences (an increase in debt by PLN 28 million)

(Decreases in debt)

 Positive cash flow from operating activities, excluding the change in working capital 

and the minerals extraction tax (PLN 2 870 million)

 Change in trade payables (an increase by PLN 60 million)

KGHM Group net debt

[mn USD] [mn PLN]

Net debt / adjusted EBITDA Main factors affecting interest-bearing debt in H1 2019

In accordance with the adopted financing strategy of KGHM Polska Miedź S.A., the
basic currency in which debt is incurred is the USD (natural hedging)

1,7 1,6

1,6

0,2

30-06-2018 31-12-2018 30-06-2019

8 019 7 000 8 079

7 238

625

30-06-2018 31-12-2018 31-03-2019 30-06-2019

2 142 1 849 2 016

1 939

167

30-06-2018 31-12-2018 31-03-2019 30-06-2019

1,8

2 106
7 863

Impact of 
change in 
IFRS 161)

Impact of 
change in 
IFRS 161)

Change in net debt
[mn PLN] 

7 000
7 863+625 +299 +28 +59

-148

31 December 2018 Impact of change in

cash on net debt

IFRS 16

implementation

Net change

in borrowings

Exchange

 differences

Other 30 June 2019
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Bond issue program (1)

On 27 May 2019 the Management Board of 

KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. adopted a resolution 

on entering into a bond issue agreement, 

based on which a program was established to 

issue bonds in the amount of 

PLN 4 000 000 000

Issuer KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

Bond type unsecured senior notes

Issue program up to PLN 4 billion

Total value of issue PLN 2 billion

Issue type non-public offer

Bookbuilding start 18 June 2019

Bookbuilding end 24 June 2019

Bonds issued 5-year 10-year

Maturity 27 June 2024 27 June 2029

Years to redemption 5 year 10 year

Size of series PLN 400 million PLN 1 600 million

Interest WIBOR6M + 1.18% WIBOR6M + 1.65%

Parameters of the first issue



38%

19%

13%

5%

25%

Banks Investment funds Pension funds

Insurers EBOiR Others

51%

27%

15%

6% 1%
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Bond issue program (2)

Transaction history

 On 18 June 2019 the bookbuilding process

commenced for PLN-denominated, 

unsecured 5-year (series A) and 10-year 
(series B) bonds

 The maximum size of the issue was set at

PLN 2 billion

 Prior to the start of the bookbuilding process

a roadshow was held, during which

meetings were held with several dozen

potential investors

 Settlement of the issue, in which investors

obtained bonds in the amount of PLN 2 
billion, took place on 27 June 2019

Allocation by investor type

5-year bonds (series A) 10-year bonds (series B)



Minerals extraction tax

decrease in the amount of the 
minerals extraction tax

–15%

The Act dated 12 April 2019 on 

changing the act on the minerals

extraction tax was signed by the 

President of the Republic of Poland

and came into force on 1 July 2019

The updated act assumes

a decrease in the tax rate by 

decreasing the co-efficients used

to calculate the tax rate on the 

extraction of copper and silver

Key information
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Advancement of development initiatives
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Selected development projects

Concentrate roasting installation

Copper scrap processing furnace at the Legnica Copper Smelter and Refinery

Expansion of the Żelazny Most Tailings Storage facility: the Southern Quarter

Program to adapt the technological installations to the requirements of BAT Conclusions

Deposit Access Program



282

292

409

36

1

Replacement (28%)

Maintaining mine production (29%)

Mine development (40%)

Leasing MSSF 16

Development work - uncompleted

H1 2019

1) Includes consolidation adjustments
2) Including borrowing costs
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A consistent and rational investment program

Cash expenditures by the KGHM Group in H1 2019 
[mn PLN] 

130

294

312

1 312

 -  300  600  900  1 200  1 500

KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

KGHM INTERNATIONAL

Sierra Gorda

Other

 The higher cash expenditures, compared to capital expenditures
in the first 6 months of 2019, were due to contractual payment 
schedules from the realisation of investments in prior periods 

 In the first half of 2019, financing for the Sierra Gorda mine
amounted to PLN 63 million for the repayment of financial liabilities

PLN 1 604 million in cash expenditures
by the KGHM Group1) in H1 2019

Capital expenditures of KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. 

Capital expenditures in H1 2019
by division by category

1 020 mn PLN2) 754 mn PLN

in H1 2018in H1 2019

+35% H/H

779

194
10

36

1

Mining (76%)

Metallurgy (19%)

Other activities

Leasing MSSF 16

Development work - uncompleted

[mn PLN] [mn PLN]



Handover of construction
site to contractor – KGHM 

Zanam

State Construction 
Oversight Inspectorate

informed of start of 
construction

Heating equipment
turned on, start of 

furnace heating

Start of charging
of materials to 

furnace

First casting of 
anode copper

The largest investment in the history of the Legnica Copper Smelter and Refinery

Start-up of the RCR copper scrap processing furnace

22 February 2018 28 June 2019
6 May 2019 

1 June 2019 26 February 2018
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Głogów Copper Smelter and Refinery

Start-up of the copper concentrate roasting installation

18 August 2016 17 December 20187 November 2017

30 November 201725 October 2017 28 June 2019

30

Start of 
construction

Preliminary 
testing

Start of fluidised
bed build-up

Preliminary charging
of concentrate to 

roaster

Start of flow of 
roasted concentrate
to flash furnace for 

production

Formal handover of 
roasting installation



Supporting slides
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130 135

11

230
280

H1 2018 H1 2019

5 691
6 835

930

1 313
568

6837 189

8 831

H1 2018 H1 2019

KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

Sales revenue

32

Sales of copper
and copper products

[kt]

Sales revenue
[mn PLN]

34

486
706

H1 2018 H1 2019

- wire rod and 
OFE rod

127 137 148 135 145

Q2 2018 Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019

279
383 359 325 380

Q2 2018 Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019

Silver sales
[t]

+22% H/H +45% H/H

Copper and 
copper

products 

Silver

Other

+23% H/H

3 983 4 128 4 440 4 316 4 515

Q2 2018 Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019

In H1 2019 revenues from sales were higher by PLN 1 642 million (+23%) 
compared to the first half of 2018 due to:

 higher sales volumes (copper by 22% and silver by 45%), and

 a more favourable USD/PLN exchange rate

alongside less favourable prices of copper (-11%) and silver (-9%)  

of which:
- concentrate of which:

- concentrate
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Expenses by nature
[mn PLN] 

1 684 1 710

1 072 1 153

788 823

580
633

262
260

1 477

1 988

900

866

4 386
4 579

6 763

7 433

H1 2018 H1 2019

Minerals extraction tax 
recognised in expenses
by nature

Purchased metal-
bearing materials

Expenses by 
nature excluding 
purchased metal-
bearing materials
and the minerals 
extraction tax

Labour costs

External services

Other materials

and energy

Depreciation

/amortisation

+4% H/H

+10% H/H

2 265 2 314

3 342 3 337 3 533 3 677 3 756

Q2 2018 Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019

Expenses by nature
excluding purchased
metal-bearing
materials
and the minerals
extraction tax

Minerals extraction
tax recognised in
expenses by nature

Purchased metal-
bearing materials

 Expenses by nature were higher by PLN 670 million (10%) mainly due to 

higher consumption of purchased metal-bearing materials by PLN 511 

million (a higher volume of purchased metal-bearing materials used by

22 thousand tonnes of copper alongside a similar purchase price)

 Expenses by nature, excluding purchased metal-bearing materials and 

the minerals extraction tax, were higher by PLN 193 million (4%) mainly 

due to a higher cost of other materials and Energy due to higher

production (+PLN 81 million), depreciation/amortisation (+PLN 53 

million), external services (+PLN 35 million) and labour costs (+PLN 26 

million)
Other taxes,

charges and costs
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 EBITDA higher by 13% than in 

H1 2018 due to a higher

volume of copper sold (higher

revenues)

 Higher profit for the period by 

PLN 240 million (+24%) than in 

H1 2018 due to higher EBITDA, 

the favourable measurement

of financial assets and 

exchange differences

1 700

1 919

H1 2018 H1 2019

929 888 828
999 920

Q2 2018 Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019

987

1 227

H1 2018 H1 2019

457 443
595

695
532

Q2 2018 Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019

Adjusted EBITDA
[mn PLN]

Profit for the period 
[mn PLN]

+13% H/H

+24% H/H

Higher standalone
EBITDA and profit for 
the period 



987

1 227

+1 641

+278

+136 +101

-1 475

-202 -194

-45

Profit for

H1 2018

Increase in sales

revenue

Increase in cost of

sales, selling costs

and adminstrative

expenses

Impact of

exchange

differences

Income from

dividends

Gains (losses)

from changes in

the fair value of

financial assets

measured at fair

value through

profit or loss

Lower level of

provisions

recognised

Income tax Other Profit for

H1 2019

KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

Profit for the period 
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Profit for the period 
[mn PLN] 

+24% H/H



51 000

27 000

27 000

18 000

18 000

2H 2019 1H 2019 2H 2020

Hedged positions on the copper market and the USD/PLN (as at 30 June 2019)

Market risk management

Details regarding the hedged position on all markets may be found in the financial statements36

Copper
[tonnes]

USD/PLN
[mn USD]

360 360

180

180 180

180

270 270

2H 2019 1H 2020 2H 2020 1H 2020 2H 2021

 In H1 2019, KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. recorded 
a result on derivatives and hedges in the amount 
of PLN 24 million, of which:

– PLN 76.6 million increased revenues from 
contracts with customers (transactions settled 
to 30 June 2019)

– PLN 35.8 million decreased the result on 
other operating activities

– PLN 16.8 million decreased the result on 
finance activities

 The revaluation reserve on cash flow hedging 
instruments as at 30 June 2019 amounted
to PLN 132.3 million

The fair value of derivatives in KGHM Polska 
Miedź S.A. as at 30 June 2019 amounted to 
PLN 507 million

Hedged position – as at 31 December 2018

Hedged position implemented in H1 2019

Hedged position – as at 31 December 2018

Hedged position implemented in H1 2019



3 983
4 515

689

738485

487
5 157

5 740

Q2 2018 Q2 2019

Additional information
Group revenues and EBITDA in Q2 2019

Revenues from contracts with 
customers
[mn PLN]

KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

KGHM INTERNATIONAL
Other segments

and consolidation

adjustments

Adjusted EBITDA
[mn PLN]

Sierra Gorda (55%)KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

KGHM INTERNATIONAL Other segments

929
920

212 166

170
131

80
61

1 391
1 278

Q2 2018 Q2 2019

Lower EBITDA Q2/Q2 
mainly due to 
international assets: 

37

-8% Q/Q

+11% Q/Q

 KGHM INTERNATIONAL (-PLN 46 

million; -22%) – lower due to higher

costs prior to depreciation

/amortisation

 Sierra Gorda (-PLN 39 million; -23%) 

– lower mainly due to lower

revenues from the sale of 

molybdenum (mining from areas

with lower Mo content). Unit costs

of mining, processing and C1 (prior

to deduction of sales of associated

metals) were lower than those in 

the corresponding period of 2018.



Consistent advancement of the strategy

Main initiatives aimed at improving OHS in the KGHM Group

Operationalisation of 
the new Strategy of KGHM 
Polska Miedź S.A.

 In the first half, operationalisation of the Company’s Strategy for the years 

2019 – 2023 adopted in 2018  commenced

 In the area People and the Environment, a new initiative was formulated: 

Growth based on the idea of sustainable development and safety and on 

enhancing the Group’s image as being socially responsible

Actions for continuous
improvement

(per the Deming cycle)

 KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. – The Management Board of KGHM decided to implement 

and adapt the OHS system in KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. to the demands of the new 

ISO 45001:2018 standard

 KGHM INTERNATIONAL – a uniform system of Workplace Safety Management was 

developed for all of the entities in the KGHM INTERNATIONAL Group

38



Initiatives undertaken by Sierra Gorda and KGHM INTERNATIONAL

Main initiatives advanced aimed at improving OHS in the Group

 Advancement continued of the Occupational Health

Program introduced in 2018

 Start of the Quality of Life program, consisting of actions

aimed at improving the emotional and physical health of 

the employees of Sierra Gorda by implementing a strategy

to provide motivation for a healthy lifestyle

 The process of updating the Health, Safety and Environment 

Policy is underway

 Active reporting of safety-related events using the OHS –

ANTIRION system

 Monitoring and implementation of Chile's MINSAL (Ministry

of Health) recommendations

 Designation of persons responsible for managing Health

and Safety in KGHM INTERNATIONAL

 Development and implementation of the Intelex system

 Development and implementation of the new Health and 

Safety Management System – HSMS) to establish base points

 Audit of the HSMS in selected assets

 Introduction of the High Potential Incident Program

 Development of the OHS strategy for 2020 together with 

indication of leading indicators
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Sierra Gorda

KGHM INTERNATIONAL

1) MINSAL = El Ministerio de Salud de Chile, Ministry of Health in Chile



1. Improve workplace safety and reduce the number of TOH1)-based incidents by 

utilising innovative technology

 Preparation for implementation of the system „Localisation and identification of machinery and 

persons in the mines” (pilot version and proof of proper functioning) and implementation of 

a machinery operator anti-collision support system (to warn machinery operators of potential 

collisions with people or other machines)

 Introduction of the INTELEX system throughout KGHM INTERNATIONAL aimed among others 

at monitoring the sites and mechanisms involved in potentially accident-causing incidents

2. Innovation at the preparation stage – R&D process

 „Development of a system for monitoring operating chamber roof stability based on 

measurement of changes in pressure on the bolting system”

 „Development of a prototype inclinometric measurement system for on-line monitoring of the 

stability of underground mines (chambers and tunnels)”

 „Development of methods for the continuous monitoring of underground mine horizontal roof 

strata for assessing the threat of roof collapse in working regions”

 „Self-propelled bolting rig KOT-170A with an automated bolting head”

Operational goal D1 – Increase in workplace safety, in particular with respect to mining and metallurgy

Operationalisation of the Company’s Strategy 

Implementation of a program to improve 
employee safety Think About Consequences

- actions aimed at altering employee habits in the areas of 
education, health and attitude

Implementation of a program to overcome the most 
common workplace hazards by utilising innovative 
technology

1. Update of the program to Improve Organisational Health and 

Safety in KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. – main initiatives

 Implementation in the Company’s Divisions of a consistent manner of 

communicating about Policy, Vision, Mission and the Golden Rules of OHS

 Improvement of analysis related to OHS through the uniform statistical evaluation 

of OHS under an OHS Cockpit

 A new formula for cooperation between the OHS units in the Divisions was developed

 An entry/exit control system for Company terrain is being consistently developed

 Cross-functional audits were performed by the OHS units in the Divisions

 Prepared were materials, educational and training infographics, accident 

reconstructions and instructional filmsinstruktażowych

2. Improvement in workplace safety in KGHM INTERNATIONAL

 A uniform Program for Monitoring Potential Accidents was implemented throughout 

KGHM INTERNATIONAL

1) TOH = technical, organisational, human40

Initiative D1.2. 

Initiative D1.1.



3,1
2,4

1,8

0,8 0,8 0,8 0,9 0,8 1,0 0,65

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 H1 2019

Our priority

1) LTIFR (Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate); TRIR (Total Recordable Incident Rate) calculated using accepted methodology as the number of accidents at 
work meeting the conditions of registration as defined in the ICMM (International Council on Mining & Metals) standard, in total for the employees of 
KGHM INTERNATIONAL LTD., KGHM Chile SpA and Sierra Gorda SCM and sub-contractors for these entities, per 200 000 worked hours

Safety

18,6
15,4

12,1 12,9
10,4 10,2

12,7
10,4 10,3 9,2

11,1

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 H1 2018 H1 2019

LTIFR ratio in KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. 

TRIR ratio in KGHM INTERNATIONAL LTD.

In the first half of 2019 the LTIFR1) ratio was impacted by a large number of injuries sustained due to natural causes which occurred in January 

2019 in the Rudna mine – rock tremors which affected the mines (36 persons injured)

–65% 2010/2018 H1 2019:

North America 2,51
Chile 0,26
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Thank you
Investor Relations Departament

kghm.com/en/investors

ir@kghm.com

+48 76 74 78 280

F o l l o w u s i n  
so c ia l m ed ia :

https://twitter.com/kghm_sa?lang=pl
https://twitter.com/kghm_sa?lang=pl
https://www.facebook.com/kghmtomy/
https://www.facebook.com/kghmtomy/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kghm/?originalSubdomain=pl
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kghm/?originalSubdomain=pl

